
Hello Futurelife, 
 
I have read your “My New Creation – My Sons – My 144000” and I have some issues with what you say: 
 
You say on page 1 “And likewise with Judaism now abandoned by Yahweh ...”  God has definitely not abandoned her. 
The Word said He blinded Israel in part so that the gentiles could be grafted in over the last 2,000 years. Note we have 
been grafted into Israel.  At the battle of Armageddon Jesus will return in power and glory to fight with the kings of the 
earth who have arisen to destroy Israel. Then ... “they will look upon him whom they pieced and weep and wail every 
tribe apart.”  Via the prophet God said to Israel “Can I forget you?  You are engraved on the palms of my hand.”  You 
talk about many Christians and Moslems being sincere in what they believe – well it it’s no good being sincere about 
something that is wrong and won’t help you.  The only way God the Father is through Jesus Christ and as Moslems 
don’t believe he is the son of God then they can’t be part of the higher calling, although some leading Godly lives will 
no doubt be given eternal life. 
 
I believe the Ancient Worthies will have more than a fleshly body.  They were faithful to Jehovah as we are faithful to 
Christ. God counted Abraham’s faith as “righteousness” and we all need to stand before a holy God in righteousness.  In 
one of the gospels Jesus tells us the crowd “Many shall come from the East and West and recline at the table with 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven ...”  (Matt.8v11).  Note, the worthies are in the kingdom of heaven.  
 
Page 3 you talk about the fruits of the Spirit – they are not righteous deeds; they are the change in our thinking and 
acting as we are reborn through knowing Christ.  Paul lists the fruits in Gal.5v22 – “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, 
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, gentleness and self control.” 
 
Talking of the Spirit, I don’t understand why you want to leave the Holy Spirit, as a being, out of the Godhead.  You are 
happy about God and Jesus being one in mind and purpose so instead of being two of them why can’t there be three, to 
include the Holy Spirit. Jesus said to his disciples “It is to your advantage that I go away; for if I do not go away, the 
Helper shall not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you.” Therefore, there was a being in heaven upon whom 
Jesus could call and send to the earth. 
 
Page 4 You say the dead are raised at the beginning of the millennium but the bible says they are not raised until the end 
of the 1,000 years – then they are judged (see Rev.) The ones who live during the millennium are those who survive the 
terrible end times, or so I believe. 
 
Page 5 You say “The Good News is that we learn righteousness during the millennium without Satan around.  Well if 
you believe that’s the good news then you won’t be much help to anyone as the good news is simply that man can be 
forgiven sin through the righteous Jesus, son of God giving up his life on the cross in exchange for ours. 
Thus we can be reconciled to God. That is the good news. 
 
I can’t comment on everything it would take too long – so leave it there – but I would say that I agree with a lot of the 
things you do say. 
 
 
Again as to all my readers a big Thank You for spending time in putting your comments ‘to paper’ (so to speak) and 
sending them to me – I really appreciate this feedback – it helps me to formulate my mind around the subject matter to 
clarify my thoughts in presenting a response. 
Also it is very beneficial for the readers of The World to see these answers because I am certain because of the 
fraudulent nature of what worldly Christianity claims through its representatives (not all of them – just most of them) 
then many people will be mystified and confused – so I am only too pleased to straighten out your mind back to what 
The Bible actually teaches us all the way back to The Original Greek – as we will discover later in several places! 
 
 
Now my answers to your comments: 
 
You say on page 1 “And likewise with Judaism now abandoned by Yahweh ...”  God has definitely not abandoned her. The Word said He blinded 
Israel in part so that the gentiles could be grafted in over the last 2,000 years.  
The Bible runs on allegories and also explains the allegories either at the location where the allegory is used, or 
elsewhere. The reason for this is so that “the HS gives understanding in due season”. We understand The Promise (= The 
Sons of God attaining The Inheritance – by allegory in Gal.3v8, 3v16-29) went through Isaac (represents JC) and his 
Twin Sons represent those humans starting together with Christianity. We are told that Jacob means “grabber” 
(Gen.25v25-26) where in prophecy he grabbed for The Birthright because it meant so much to him (and thus represents 
the 144000 True Christians [= TC] in duress/suffering/affliction during The Gospel Age as we are told in just so many 



places – as to fill this whole page in quotations).  Esau having no interest for the striving towards Sonship represents the 
worldly apathetic Christians who have no real interest to strive for The Inheritance (as did the TCs as sojourners 
imitating Abraham for The Promise), but worldly Christians prefer making a home within this world – shown by their 
lack of diligence (and we are told, Esau was hated by Yahweh Mal.1v3, Heb.12v15-18, and likewise Rev.3v15-16 for 
apathetic interest – where they are known very well – by ‘the specific god’ of the context)! 
After this Jacob enters a covenant with Yahweh where his name is changed to “Israel” = “Persevere with Subjector” 
Where “The Subjector” is “God” (where I would state it is “the specific god” of the context – but that is another whole 
subject which I discuss in very great detail on the website under “ho Theos”)! 
“Israel” is not “wrestles with God” as the errant and thus misleading translation given in standard bibles. 
But rather “Israel” truly means either “persevere (working) with God” or “persevere (rebelling) against God”. 
As JC told us: ‘we are either with him gathering or against him dispersing’ (there is no sitting on The Fence) and ‘the 
gathering’ is not gathering Christians, but rather gathering the 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age for the next part of 
God’s Plan – where they become ‘the tools’ to complete The Acceptable Year of The Lord – please see glossary. 
 
But for “Israel” to persevere either way (either for or against) then its members must be aware of what God Desires – 
and thus they must know of God’s Word intimately – hence the 3 Epochs of Israel over time ‘under heaven’, please see 
glossary regarding “heaven” – it does not mean what we are told by worldly Christian Leaders – also utterly useless 
bible translations drop the plural “heavens” and only state the singular “heaven” throughout their translations and thus 
the reader looses connection to whether the context is about the ruling heaven (singular) of The Earth or The Ruling 
Heavens (plural) of The Universe being Yahweh’s Control.  However all this is retained in the translation of The New 
Testament that I give on this website www.FutureLife.Org . 
Thus:- 
1. The Israelite Nation with The Laws of Moses knew God’s Word through The Prophets. 
2. The Christian Nation with JC’s 2 laws (Mark.12v30-31) knew God’s Word through The Apostles (144000 TCs). 
3. The resurrected world (= all those humans of the 6000 years) in The Millennium will be given The Word of God 

from The Prophets (JC’s other flock – John.10v16) and the 144000 TCs (JC’s little/own flock Luke.12v32 / 
John.10v3) under JCg rulership, where all these particular individuals shall feast at God’s table (where “feast” = 
“imbuing knowledge”). 

Where:- 
1st Epoch: The Israel prior to JC’s ministry yielded The Remnant that returned to God = The Prophets. The rest will be resurrected in The Millennium. 
2nd Epoch: The Christian Nation yielded The Remnant that returned to God = The 144000 TCs. The rest will be resurrected in The Millennium. 
3rd Epoch: The Resurrected World in The Millennium.  The Remnant that returned to God = those who become take on righteous and imitate JC’s 
lifestyle.  The rest will experience The 2nd Death of Annihilation (which is actually what you call Armageddon occurring 1000 years after when you 
think it occurs – I fully explain why elsewhere). 
And this explains 2Cor.12v1-5 that I know of no one who can explain it satisfactorily except as I explain here:- 

Paul speaks of him knowing a man (= himself, before he converted to Christianity) who was in the 3rd heaven where 
clearly it was JCg telling Paul that he would be part of (= in) the 3rd heaven (singular) as king/priest (2Tim.4v6-8) as 
a ruler over this 3rd Epoch of Israel, which is why Paul suddenly understood what was required in The Gospel Age 
and in the future as he clearly explains within his gospels. Where it is the 3rd period of rulership over “Israel” being 
the 3rd grouping of people with God’s Word who then “persevere with God” either {apagao love} Him, or rebel 
against Him. 

After that long preamble to put “Israel” into context of what it really means – being it takes on “different groupings of 
peoples” through time rather than the single fleshly nation as you suggest (and then you contradict yourself to lend 
support to specifically what I suggest - being “the gentiles …  grafted in” thus members of any nation are able to become 
part of The New 2nd Epoch Israel (either Fleshly or Spiritual – see below for the explanation). 
Thus we understand that as Paul teaches us - Jews or gentiles mean nothing as I stated – supported by one quote out of 
many that I could give to substantiate this:-  

Gal.     3v28 = (To  Ya hw eh)  there is  n o  Jew  n o r  Greek,  there is  n o  s la v e o r  free per s o n ,  n o  m a le a ls o  fem a le,  fo r   {spec ific a lly  y o u }  
a r e a ll o n e  in / w ith  JC. 

Thus the reason for the 2nd Epoch of Israel to become The Christian Nation taken out of all nations (including those who 
are Jews - “to the Jew first”, etc as was demonstrated by JC) was as we are told by Peter and James in their epistles 
writing out to “The Dispersion” – where the Israelites were being assimilated into The Gentiles. 
This became fully complete at 70 CE where:- 
1. The stone Jewish Temple was destroyed (by the heathen) because the stone temple was replaced by The New 

Temple of 144000 ‘stones’ (= everlasting TCs) to be taken out of The Gospel Age (of some 2000 years). 
2. The Jews were decimated (only about 10% survived) and were dispersed out into The Gentiles so that their DNA 

could be fully dispersed within The Gentiles (symbolically and in reality) – as an allegory of what was occurring 
spiritually (initially with the Jews – disciples) – all as I carefully explained above. 

3. This is further supported by The 12 tribes of Israel containing 12,000 (to equal 144000) – Note the listing does not 
contain the original twelve brothers but rather included the two grandsons of Israel being of Joseph’s Egyptian wife 



– where “Egypt” always means “The World” in prophecy.  Thus “The world” is grafted into The 144000 TCs – all 
as I state in my dissertation on “God’s Sons – The 144000”. 

You are correct The Gentiles (and Jews) are grafted-in to The Vine-rootstock (JCg) and  tended/{cut-out}  by Yahweh 
(John.15v1-8)  during The Gospel Age – meaning that Yahweh is deciding in His Special/Greater Judgement which 
Christians (during the 1st part of their life) are to become Sons of God ready for the next stage = The Millennium.  
Notice that it is the branches of The Vine and not The Grapes during the tending (in The Gospel Age) period, – because 
The Grapes come later on The branches during The Millennium = the resurrected worldly humans [Ishmael] (including 
worldly Christians [Esau]) to learn righteousness.  Where the harvest becomes The Resultant of The Grapes from the 
winepress (as stated) is The Wine that becomes The Pleasure of Yahweh. 
Please see my commentary in Galatians – that fully explains the allegoric references to Ishmael and Esau. 
 
Note we have been grafted into Israel.  
As I explained earlier The Christian Nation becomes “Israel” where people of The Gospel Age (neither Jew nor Greek 
[= gentile] – Gal.3v28) become grafted in. 
But as I very carefully explain (many places elsewhere) there are two ‘Israel(s)’ during The Gospel Age and none of 
them are the original Jews specifically (but merely those who choose to be grafted in during the 2000 years or so)! 

1. New Spiritual Israel as The Remnant (as Jacob) - loved by God. 
2. The Fleshly Israel being The Rest (presently as Esau) ‘hated’ (rejected for personal sonship) by God. 

I carefully explain all this in so much analytical depth on my website in so many places and feel it is not necessary to go 
to that depth here so please read the website – I have used two pages at this fairly high level already. 
 
At the battle of Armageddon Jesus will return in power and glory to fight with the kings of the earth who have arisen to destroy Israel.  
It will take several pages to unpick all this and use the appropriate quotes to substantiate what I will give merely as an 
overview here. 
I will pull out all the quotations when I complete my “Concordance of Topics”. 
However let me briefly explain: 
There are two occasions during the remaining period of mankind where severe problems are to occur – but upon careful 
inspection there is a distinct difference between the two future traumatic occasions – where the 1st is soon to occur! 
1. The 1st occasion is at the end of The Gospel Age just after the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his Bride off this planet 

(Dan.12+) and likewise in Rev – there are several references in the over lapping passages within Rev – and it must 
be realised there is about 12 parallel descriptions of events depending upon the vantage point of the specific vision 
(please see the website where I clearly show how the scriptures align in a pictorial lined format). Thus the 3.5 years 
prior to the start of The Millennium as JC tells his disciples there will be a time like it has never been before and 
unless God steps in then no flesh will be saved!  Thus this is a terrible occasion in the fleshly level for all humans 
(except the TCs who have been resurrected and/or transformed to meet JCg in the air at the 1st 2nd C). 

2. The 2nd occasion is at the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v12 onwards) where it is a spiritual fight and humans are 
dragged in only if they choose to be involved (ie the rebellious ones effectively siding with Satan). 

Thus the 1st occasion (very soon now – perhaps a decade or two from the time of writing) mankind will implode in on 
itself where selfishness and self-indulgence by those with the power to exercise it will do so, over those humans without 
the power. 
The anarchy will be caused by the world’s diminishing resources (of all types), pollution, rising sea levels precipitated 
by mankind’s insatiable appetite for energy (released in power = energy/time) will mean people will grab/claim other 
people’s land.  ‘All’ the major cities will be flooded being built at river mouths within 1 to 5 metres of sea level so all 
the economic/population centres will collapse when the transport and infrastructure grinds to a halt (modern technical 
society hits its operational discontinuity). We have many more cataclysmic natural disasters occurring in the last few 
decades – where perhaps it is due to overcrowding forcing humans into more perilous situations. 
And therefore it becomes clear to mankind it needs extraterrestrial assistance else mankind will become annihilated – 
just as JC tells us. 
Sadly it needs to ‘come to a head’ of self destruction - else there will always be some human who states: Mankind can 
survive by itself – who needs Yahweh!  Thus Yahweh will allow humans effectively enough rope to metaphorically 
hang themselves!  But always knowing that because of what JCg did 2000 years ago now enables all humans to have a 
2nd part of their life after the former 1st part has been destroyed by mankind following Satan’s methodology of self-
indulgence to the hurt of one’s neighbour. 
Sadly we have so many utterly worldly Christian leaders advocating to get involved in this present world’s politics – 
supposedly to make the place better – without realising this place under Satan’s rule is doomed to be dissolved/{melted 
away} - all as The Bible tells us. Thus this and passages teaching us to avoid politics like the plague means The Bible is 
ignored specifically by those who claim to come in The Lord’s Name, and it is specifically these people and atheists who 
need to be shown the errors of their thinking (by being brought low)! 
Thus when the humans see how their activity has brought The World to its knees then those who get through into The 
Millennium will become utterly compliant to start the new system of under JCg’s rule ready for the first waves of 



resurrected humans – so that society might grow together in a controlled fashion. I carefully explain all this on my 
website. 
The 2nd occasion as I stated is the real Armageddon that you have muddled-up with the 1st very terrible situation.   
Thus the 1st occasion is immediately before The Millennium where worldly Christianity and all other forms of deviant 
religious teaching is allowed by Yahweh to be destroyed by the commercial and political arms of The World (as Rev.17 
and 18 tell us).  But the 2nd occasion is at the end of The Millennium where it is Yahweh who steps-in to utterly remove 
The Cause of the Original Problem being Satan, Demons and those humans who choose to side with Satan by making 
the personal choice themselves after experiencing such a wonderful system of The Millennium.  This is The 2nd Death 
of annihilation. 
This 2nd occasion is The Culmination of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year being The Harvest of the Grain into Yahweh’s 
Granary (= the coming out from being a pariah planet and intermingling with Yahweh’s other creations within His 
Universe), and the tares/Darnel/weeds being metaphorically ‘burned’ meaning those still rebellious ones (lusting after 
self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour) shall be annihilated into non-existence.  
Please see “Acceptable Year” in glossary. 
Hopefully I have explained the difference between the two terrible occasions where all humans will be involved in the 
1st occasion; and only those who choose to remain faithful to what they have learnt in The Millennium will be spared 
any problems in the 2nd occasion. 
 
Then ... “they will look upon him whom they pieced and weep and wail every tribe apart.”  Via the prophet God said to Israel “Can I forget you?  You 
are engraved on the palms of my hand.”  

Fully supports what I state in so many places on this website – this will occur in The Millennium – seen by the 
resurrected World. 

 
You talk about many Christians and Moslems being sincere in what they believe – well it it’s no good being sincere about something that is wrong and 
won’t help you.   
I fully agree, but I think you have taken what I wrote slightly out of context and therefore I need to carefully explain 
what “Faith” means in this equation (where lacking any of the three means it is not real faith but a pretend ‘faith’):- 

Faith = Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity. 
Knowledge comes first – it either comes from Yahweh (though JC as The Word of God) or from The World (Satan). 
Thus it is either Accurate Knowledge (from Yahweh) or Deviant Knowledge (from Satan). 
However there is very little accurate knowledge given in worldly Christian sermons – I have 100’s of transcripts of 
sermons given by many different Christian denominations and just about all of what is stated is technically wrong – full 
of illogical errors, full of inconsistencies and most of all The Acceptable Year of The Lord is not explained – being the 
very thing that JC came to teach us (Luke.4v19)!   What a state of affairs! 
Thus I conclude these so-called ministers are most certainly not apostles (appointed by God to tell) but merely worldly 
apostles “appointed by The World to tell” – if they cannot even quote The Bible correctly, also utterly ignore huge 
swathes of The Bible and then what remains is just minced into alluring sound-bites for worldly acceptance! 

So if the worldly Christian leaders are so utterly incompetent – what chance do the duped/innocent/beguiled 
congregational members stand (Rom.16v17-18)? 

Thus Faith means all the 3 above – as I carefully explain in the glossary (have you actually read it?), where the human 
personally gains Assurance in The Knowledge and from that - if they have the heart motivation – then they will act with 
Fidelity to The Assurance they have within The Knowledge = REAL faith. 
Thus if you do not have the accurate knowledge from all of The Bible (being a good translation) to start off with, then 
quite frankly: How can you have the same faith that JC and the apostles spoke of – being the point you make and I 
quote: – “and won’t help you”. 
Thus by logical extension of what you state – you are not eligible for everlasting life because it is not the same faith as 
that given by JC = The Word of God. 

Can you see the logic of this? 
Yahweh cannot righteously operate outside this logic else Satan will point an accusing finger at God and say: ‘You 
were unrighteous here on that specific (any) individual’; – and thus he will successfully sow confusion in the minds 
of the onlookers (heavenly entities)  

Therefore Yahweh will use JC as The Golden Standard for assessment to yield the 144000 TCs - and I am amazed that 
Yahweh can even get that number out of 2000 years – because most humans are so innocently delinquent in what they 
are supposed to be doing!  But only because their worldly Christian leaders are so bad themselves (regarding imitating 
JC as did the apostles – 1Cor.4v16, 11v1) – but they have a most wonderful and endearing countenance to draw people 
in to ‘love’ them (2Cor.11v14-15 and many other similar quotations for our warning).  But these worldly Christian 
leaders need to put on ‘this façade’ because they are after a worldly return of whatever – that is all most can do in life! 
Therefore as we are told at John.6v64 some do not believe when Judas had all The Evidence – thus he did not have the 
REAL faith being The Fidelity to what he knew. 
Because it could be stated that religious suicidal bombers have more faith than the vast majority of Christians – but this 
is a blind faith based upon faulty knowledge.  Worldly Christians have full access to The Knowledge – but no one really 



reads ALL of The Bible – particular ALL the verses of The New testament and thus they have equally faulty knowledge 
and excuse themselves to become apathetic – then back to the earlier quotations. 
Therefore in Yahweh’s eyes – these worldly Christians become condemned because they have full access to The 
Knowledge – but are not motivated to daily read it and then to correctly act upon it - thus they become like Esau having 
no interest for The Promise! 
 
The only way God the Father is through Jesus Christ and as Moslems don’t believe he is the son of God then they can’t be part of the higher calling, 
although some leading Godly lives will no doubt be given eternal life. 
What you state here is an illogical conclusion to what you state earlier – though you get the middle bit correct. 
Yes it is a requirement to enter The Race by being a Christian – but Paul only speaks of those humans WINNING The 
Race who then receive The Prize. Just by entering The Race does not mean you become a Son of God – the New 
Testament is absolutely teeming with quotes to state this (but they are ignored by worldly Christians). However it is the 
person who does the will of The Father who will be saved (over what I state is a 2 part life – being what The Bible tells 
us – and again lost in utterly useless bible translations – please see “awaken/roused” in glossary). In this instance imitate 
JC and then you will receive precisely what he received = Sonship to Yahweh upon resurrection at JC’s 1st 2nd C (see 
glossary) and thus saved unconditionally by being resurrected not into a fleshly DNA body but rather a 
heavenly/celestial body over which the 2nd Death has no power (Rev.2v11, 20v6). Thus being a Christian does not mean 
sonship is automatic – but rather it can go one of three ways, the worse being as for Judas and equally Charlatan 
Christian leaders where The Bible is very clear they shall never be resurrected after their present death (but I explain all 
this with detailed exegesis on the website). 
However your contradiction comes from the point that you state godly non-Christians “no doubt will be given eternal 
life” – Yes – but on what basis?  
Certainly not on what you state (being a copy of worldly Christian doctrine) because they do not believe in JC (and not 
having the correct faith even though ‘they are sincere, it will not help them’ – to paraphrase what you stated).  Thus 
Christian doctrine just falls into a heap of illogical rubbish!   

Yahweh is not illogical but Perfect – thus His plan is different to the worldly rubbish Christian Doctrine given by 
‘The Confused’ merely to confuse. 

Thus bring in The Millennium concept and the 2 part life as this website so meticulously explains and everything drops 
into place in the most logical fashion. I will not go thorough it all again – please see website www.FutureLife.Org . 
 
I believe the Ancient Worthies will have more than a fleshly body.  They were faithful to Jehovah as we are faithful to Christ. God counted Abraham’s 
faith as “righteousness” and we all need to stand before a holy God in righteousness.  In one of the gospels Jesus tells us the crowd “Many shall come 
from the East and West and recline at the table with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven ...”  (Matt.8v11).  Note, the worthies are in 
the kingdom of heaven.  
Yes – I disagree with none of what you state except your opening and closing – but it is mixed up and I need to 
unscramble it. 
There is nothing in the Bible that states it will be more than their fleshly body but several to state the opposite. 

Job said in the last day I will stand in my flesh and see my redeemer. 
JC told us that The Prophets looked but could not see (being the answer to The Mystery) which was “How could 
something JC created become like him” (= a son of God) ie “The Created become as The Creator” 

None of this is taught in worldly Christian circles because they just do not understand it – hence my website that 
explains every verse in The Bible – if any person cares to read it! 
“Recline at the table… ” does not mean it occurs off this planet – but rather the very opposite – because your quote you 
use in the original Greek is actually SINGULAR heaven which means the zone around and pertaining to this planet. 
Thus it means “The Controlling Authority over this planet” = They will be ruling this planet along with The TCs taken 
out of The Gospel Age (when the two flocks combine together in The Millennium – as I explained earlier – it does not 
mean as some people state one flock being the apostles and the other flock being Christians following afterwards - as 
worldly Christian doctrine completely muddles). 
Finally the term “Kingdom of (Singular) heaven” or “The Kingdom of God” means “A society that fulfils Yahweh’s 
Desire” it means absolutely nothing else – and to apply other connotations to that and if a place is ascribed with the use 
of singular heaven then that tells us it is here upon the earth where fleshly bodies will be acceptable (as we are told). 
 
Page 3 you talk about the fruits of the Spirit – they are not righteous deeds; they are the change in our thinking and acting as we are reborn through 
knowing Christ.  Paul lists the fruits in Gal.5v22 – “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, 
gentleness and self control.” 
Your reference to “Born again” it is not as we are told by worldly Christian leaders who confuse God’s Word – but 
rather as what The Bible tells us – please see “Born Again” in glossary where I thoroughly explain with righteous 
exegesis precisely what this term logically means – being how Yahweh views it, rather than how The World chooses to 
see it! 
Regarding the fruits of The Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits (see glossary on “Spirit”, “Holy Spirit”, “clothing” and 
“demon”) let us expand upon this. 
Yes!  But as we are told here in the quote below and ‘hundreds’ of other places in The New Testament:- 



Gal.     6v9 = Let u s  n o t bec o m e  fa in t / w ea r y   in   bea u tifu l/ v ir t u o u s / w o r thy   w o rks / p r a c t is es ;  fo r  in   {it s o w n }  tim e/ o c c a s io n   w e sha ll be  
ha r v es t in g/ r ea pin g,  (do ) n o t  w ea ken / {feel fa in t}. 
Gal.     6v10 = Therefo re then  likew ise  (in  the)  tim e/ o c c a s io n   w e ha v e (n o w ),  let u s   (per s o n a lly ) {t o il a s  a n  o c c u p a tio n }/ {la bo u r  fo r }  
bea u tifu l/ v ir t u o u s / w o r thy   (m a n n er / thin gs)  t o w a rds  a ll per s o n s ,  a n d  {v er y  m o s t }/ c hiefly / espec ia lly   to w a rds  the per s o n s   (spir it u a l) 
rela tiv e/ ho u s eho ld  o f The  Fa ith/ {kn o w ledge/ a s s u r a n c e/ fidelit y }. 
Thus the Bible tells us holistically, unless we put into practice what we know as works to our neighbour then it becomes 
hypocritical to what we know! 
Sadly worldly Christians (along with non-Christians) have not the faintest idea what “Yahweh’s Desire” really is for 
each individual hence I wrote what it means on my website – please see glossary.  As people will quickly understand 
from reading it, that very few Christians are fulfilling “Yahweh’s Desire” – but rather they fulfil “Satan’s Desire” please 
also see glossary for that definition – both definitions are eye-openers! 
Clearly there needs to be a change in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become at one with JC’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon ACCURATE Knowledge that again very few people have because either 
they do not daily read The Bible – or if they do, then they do not understand it being the allegories used throughout and 
if they try to understand it then it is based upon an inaccurate translation! 
Thus this website:- 
1. Gives the most accurate translation of The Geek New Testament on this planet – insofar that it is commutative, 

inasmuch a Greek scholar could take my translation and recreate the precise same original Greek Text – something 
that cannot be said of any other translation on this planet.  Even interlinear Bibles are terrible and just cannot be 
trusted as I have discovered with the four differing versions that I have! 

2. Gives an inter-verse commentary explanation that precisely explains exactly what each verse means at a spiritual 
level in a holistic manner without a single contradiction throughout. 

3. Explains many errors in useless translations (especially the NIV) that lead to confusion. These errors arise because 
the translators beholden to their paymasters thus translate according to existing Christian Doctrine that is full of 
holes. Rather than produce an accurate translation first and then from which - gain accurate Christian Doctrine. 
This website does just that – completely readjusts utterly errant worldly Christian Doctrine to become based upon 
The Word of God rather than ‘The Word of delinquent mankind’! 

I will end my rant – but I feel so passionate about the rubbish created by worldly Christian leaders/theologians/‘scholars’ 
– for I am Jealous for My Lord and despise worldly wisdom! 
It is specifically this that spurs me on to fill this website with good wholesome knowledge for The World to digest in its 
own time. 
 
Talking of the Spirit, I don’t understand why you want to leave the Holy Spirit, as a being, out of the Godhead.  You are happy about God and Jesus 
being one in mind and purpose so instead of being two of them why can’t there be three, to include the Holy Spirit. Jesus said to his disciples “It is to 
your advantage that I go away; for if I do not go away, the Helper shall not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you.” Therefore, there was a 
being in heaven upon whom Jesus could call and send to the earth. 
Again utter confusion in what you state – and it weaves in and out of what The Bible actually tells us. 
Firstly Christian leaders are utterly confused on ‘The Trinity’ and spend millions of hours talking about something they 
need not speak about – hence they waste useful hours in The Ministry work (thus this suits Satan’s aims). 
Secondly as I state in my glossary under this subject, we have The Father Yahweh from Whom all good/ideal things 
come, we have our creator JCg of all life on this planet who then volunteered his perfectly safe position in The Heavens 
to redeem his personal creation from extinction. We are told JCg is our only intercessor to The Father. 

So why do we need another personage?   
Except to take credit from the realities of the other Two Entities – to sow in confusion through worthless debate and thus 
devalue Yahweh and JCg (thus a personage myth sourced by Satan to oppose). 
“The Godhead” is only mentioned in three places in The Bible being merely a variation of “theos” (StrongsTM = 2316) 
they are located at Act.17v29, Rom.1v20, Col.2v9  (StrongsTM = 2304, 2305, 2316 respectively) and actually means 
“Divinity” in all the locations used thus explained as “The Organisational Force” being “The Omnipotence” of Yahweh. 
It means nothing mystical to support what worldly doctrine states as being a ‘3 in 1 Godhead’ – this is all made up as a 
figment of the worldly theologian’s mind – presented merely to justify their position!   
I really feel like the boy in Aesop’s fables shouting out “The Emperor has no clothing” over some of these issues! 
Just ‘get real’ - and start preaching/teaching what Yahweh Desires rather than the confusion that Satan desires! 

“so instead of being two of them why can’t there be three” 
This is an irrational statement and has no factual basis in The Bible – for I could state why not four and suggest another 
personage quality! 
You state:- 

“I will send him to you” 
While this is a correct statement located at John.15v26 from your bibles translated to perpetuate ‘The Trinity’ myth, it 
does not exist within The Original Greek!  The “him” exists nowhere in any place within the Greek but in these certain 
locations rather the Greek word given translates as “it/same” – and in some places is not even within the text!  Thus the 
personage wording is a figment of worldly imagination - where worldly translators first put a word in where there is 
none, and then further spin it to mean “him” and thus an utter travesty in translation! 



It was for this very reason I decided to translate The New Testament myself – because I could not trust the ‘efforts’ of 
supposed ‘scholars’ beholden to their pay masters – I felt betrayed.   

If you cannot trust one thing – then you cannot trust anything from the same source – true  in/on/of  anything on this 
planet! 

And why did JC tell us this (see the accurate quote below – without the “him”)? 
Because it is specifically JCg who dispenses Yahweh’s HS within humans that JCg ‘fancies’ as a possible future Bride 
member as part of his “one body” where Yahweh as The Match-Maker makes the final decision who out of the Christian 
Nation (over The Gospel Age) is to become Sons of God and thus part of The Faithful Bride to become united as one 
body with The Husband (JCg). 
I have copied and pasted some text with its inter-verse commentary from out of my NT Translation perhaps the most 
accurate Greek translation on this planet. 

John  15v26 og And when comes the advocator/intercessor (= Yahweh’s HS) whom I will send to you from of the 
Father, the spirit (personality/desire/trait) of The Truth, who from of the Father proceeds, that it (as the) witness 
concerning me. (Where the spirit is ‘the exercising’ of Yahweh’s personality/desire/trait being of Truth) 
John  15v26 JC tells us that he will send the advocator (John.16v7, Luke.24v48,49), thus we reason that it is JCg who dispenses 
the HS to those whom he considers will use it accurately and appropriately. The HS is what makes things happen through people who are 
TCs yearning to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (thus a virtuous circle). JC tells us that we are to believe him if not in speech then through the works 
that he does. This is ‘The Truth’ spoken of here by the power of the works (being the HS in operation) truthfully displaying/underwriting the 
authority and authenticity of the speech from the TC’s mouth. Thus the HS is Yahweh’s Desire Expressed in operation within the 
environment, basically His power being used to fulfil His Desire, which is only to accurately promote His Word to The World. 
Thus we can reason that John is taking a specific virtue of the HS sourced by Yahweh (being Yahweh’s Desire expressed within The 
Environment) to teach us that it is The Truth (= no distortion, edifies, wholesome, reality [of The Millennium] fidelity, genuineness) that 
become The Witness in itself (given the definition earlier) of what he has done in his ministry and lifestyle. 
I have explained the HS accurately using The Bible consistently with no mysteries. As the reader is able to understand now that the HS is 
not a personage but in reality Yahweh’s Expressed Desire in action. Thus I give all due reverence and respect to Yahweh with no interface 
clouding the issue. Besides we are told that there is only one interface and that is JCg our intercessor, who was in a fleshly body during his 
ministry as JC. 
Everything I say here is totally consistent with every verse in The Bible. Trinitarians please discuss amongst yourselves - using The Bible! 

And another example – of constant mistranslation: 
John  16v13 og And when comes that (specific thing) the spirit of The Truth (dispensed by JCg), it will be guiding you 
into all the truth, for not will be communicating from itself (and not “himself” as constantly mistranslated) but whatever it 
should be hearing it will be communicating, also the coming (things) will announce to you  
John  16v13  Thus it is Yahweh speaking to TCs through His power of the HS. An example I use is that of a radio operating. The radio 
while it (see v13) communicates/speaks to the listener it is just the means/mechanism to pass the communication on from Yahweh to the expectant 
TC via JCg as the intercessor. I invite ‘Trinitarians’ in context to find verses in The New Testament that disqualify this understanding!  I suggest 
they start with an honest translation of The Bible or the Original Greek – else they shall be embarrassed – see terms and conditions on this 
website. 

 
Page 4 You say the dead are raised at the beginning of the millennium but the bible says they are not raised until the end of the 1,000 years – then they 
are judged (see Rev.) The ones who live during the millennium are those who survive the terrible end times, or so I believe. 
I need to make the interesting comment here. 

If as the worldly Christian leaders propose this to be an original part of The Bible, then surely it contradicts what 
they state about us going to ‘heaven’ immediately upon our death and then insinuate we are in the position to look 
down upon us or be in a position listen to us! 

But actually both this assertion is not true, neither is the quoted sentence from Rev.20v5 as I will now show! 
This is another known error in the standard bible translation but repeated for the very same reason it was put in there in 
the first instance by an errant scribes (in The Dark Ages) under direction from the worldly superiors beholden to the 
standard errant Christian Doctrine.  It is interesting that the older texts (as an example the Codex Sinaiticus clamed as 
being perhaps the most perfect and complete manuscript we have) do not have the critical sentence that you cite. 
The 1st sentence of Rev.20v5 should not have been put into the text as it was not in the original Word of God. 
Let me explain by writing The Original Word of God and then ask the reader where, and why does the context suggest 
the offending sentence be placed? 
And further how much more sensible the surrounding context sounds with the errant sentence removed – especially in 
context with Yahweh’s Holistic and Most Righteous Plan (because that is ‘what is key’ – Yahweh is not unrighteous) 
thus anything that makes Yahweh appear to look unrighteous then fulfils Satan’s Desire (see glossary). 

Rev.   20v1 (TIME MARKER – The Millennium now starts – Satan is bound, JCg rules with TCs, humans resurrected in fleshly 
bodies). 
Rev.   20v1 og Also I saw an angel coming (out) of the heaven having the key of the abyss (a place of containment from 
God, and humans) also a (metaphoric) chain (= Yahweh’s restraining power, being) great upon the hand of him. Also he laid hold 
of the dragon (Satan), the serpent (being) of the old (in Eden), who is devil also Satan, also bound/restrained him for a 
1000 years (why a 1000 years and not eternity, unless Yahweh had a specific reason) also threw him into the abyss, also shut up 
him, also sealed over him (Satan), that he might not mislead the nations still (as he did during his role as custodian god for the 
6000 years), until are ended the 1000 years; also after these things (when humans have been taught righteousness) must he 
(Satan) be loosed a little time (= 3.5 years that will be like-for-like JC’s assay during his ministry but now upon fleshly mankind). 



Also I saw thrones (= many), also they (The Bride of Christ as stated elsewhere) sat upon them, also judgement was given to 
them (as Priests) also the  souls/lives  (= conscious humans in fleshly bodies) of those having been beheaded (metaphorically 
donated the 1st part of their life in ministerial self sacrifice) due to the witness of Jesus, also because of the Word of God, also 
who have not the image of him, also not received the mark on the forehead of them also worshipped The Beast, 
upon the hand of them; also (in addition to the TC resurrected at the 1st 2nd C) they lived also reigned (thus they also have high 
positions for their commitment in the 1st part of their life) with Christ 1000 years. This is the first resurrection (of those worthy at 1st 
2nd C, the Firstfruits prior to The General Resurrection). Blessed also holy the (one = TC = Son of God) having part in the 
resurrection (being) the first; over these (persons = 144000 sons of God) the death (being) the 2nd not has authority, but they 
will be priests of the God also of the Christ, also will reign with him (JCg = the husband) a 1000 years (= The Millennium). 

Note: They have to be priests for a congregation – else it is rather pointless, because they will be twiddling their fingers for a 1000 
years!  It tells us they will “reign with JCg”, again you have to reign over something, else ‘reign’ is a rather sterile word in this 
instance! 
More importantly the Bible actually tells us later, they come back down to earth – Why?  To come to their congregation of fleshly 
people resurrected upon the earth!  Thus the rest of the humans will be resurrected during this 1000 years where they will learn 
righteousness from the Priests of Yahweh (being The Bride of Christ). 

Why does the 2nd death have no authority over these Priests? 
Because as Paul has told us, they have won the race, received the prize of Priesthood to become a Son of God. With this prize of being 
part of the Household/Family of God is to be physically like them in a spiritual body as Paul explains to us in the Epistles. Being in a 
spiritual body a priest cannot die, and has no need of the Tree of Life. 

Rev.   20v7 (TIME MARKER – The Millennium is now at an end – Satan is allowed out for 3.5 years). 
Rev.   20v7 og Also when are finished the 1000 years (=end of Millennium) will be loosed Satan (out) of the prison of 
him (In Yahweh’s righteousness, humans must initate JC 3.5 year ministry while under Satan’s control and never cause premeditated sin = to 
be like JC. Also he (Satan) will go out to lead astray the nations in the four corners (= metaphorically everywhere) of the 
earth, the Gog also Magog, to assemble them in war, of whom the numbers (is) as the sand of the sea. Also they went 
up over the breadth of the land also encircled the camp of the Saints (now as Priests) also the city the (one) beloved 
(Jerusalem is now beloved because it represents kings/priests being God’s authority) also came down fire/lightening (= God’s power) 
from the God (out) of the heaven (singular) also burned down them. Also the devil the (one) leading astray them, was 
thrown into the Lake of the fire/lightening also brimstone/brilliance where the beast and the false prophet (were 
placed), also they will be tormented/incapacitated/vexed/pained/toil day also night to the ages of the ages. 
This is the point in time where The 2nd death of final annihilation occurs. These people at the end of The Millennium have known bad (evil) in 
their 1st life, been resurrected and learnt of good (righteousness) during the 1000 years of The Millennium (where all members in society aim to 
mutually love each other in charity) and then at the end of this 1000 year period they choose to follow Satan again, against Yahweh!  Those 
standing around (about 2/3 of the population) will stand back in utter disbelief that these people (remaining 1/3) choose to go after Satan again 
to their foreknown final destruction (being the result of their personal choice exercised to satisfy their own selfish desires). 

This scenario is total and utterly righteous in its operation. Yahweh will be totally vindicated in the operation of His 7000 years 
Master Plan to produce a population of tested righteous human beings. 

No entity in The Universe can say: You judged some people unfairly! 
As an interesting note: This will be Satan, and the demons kept restrained (as Jude/Peter have told us) now released for this end time. So 
perhaps those in the vanguard attacking The Priests and Yahweh’s organisation (= The beloved New Jerusalem) will be demonic thus we have a 
totally spiritual ‘body’ confrontation (= The New Jerusalem on one side and the Satanic forces on the other), while fleshly humans will be 
standing on the sidelines just watching!  But already those humans of evil/self-centred persuasion would have already identified themselves (thus 
putting a mark upon them displayed by their lifestyle) during the 3.5 year period ready for Rev. 20v15 hence the scrolls opened to identify what 
they have done during this short period). 
Ancillary Note: I mention that many humans (perhaps 1/3 in total) fail this last trial of demonstrating their total commitment to Yahweh. As I 
mentioned earlier this is done because unless something is stressed, then it is not demonstrated what the limits are. These humans would look 
wonderful when things are going smoothly, but when the pressure is back on them – they voluntarily capitulate – going back to the selfish 
pleasures of self-gratification – being hedonism – away from Yahweh. 
The main reason for this note is I would like to bring in Isaiah 65v17-25 describing this time, but particularly verse 20. 

“Never again will there be in it an infant who lives but a few days or an old man who does not live out his years, he who dies at a 
hundred will be thought a mere youth. 
He who fails to reach a hundred will be considered accursed” 

From this we understand: That infants dying now (= 1st death pre Millennium period) will be resurrected as infants but to grow into maturity in 
The Millennium and still be a youth (as those dying at old ages now, to be resurrected, rejuvenated to youthfulness in a new fleshly body through 
a similar mechanism of ‘DNA amplification’ – corrected junk DNA self-repair mechanisms to maintain the fleshly body frame forever) at an age 
of 100 years. These are those who prosper by taking in righteousness during their training period. 
However in the last part of the verse we read of those rebellious ones who still refuse to learn righteousness during this wonderful period of The 
Millennium. We read: That they will not reach the age of 100 because they are considered accursed. I consider that JCg will remove them from 
the planet – during their 100 year training period (because they are so bad and cannot reach the 3.5 year trial period)! This will be their/The 2nd 
death being total personal annihilation. 
The 100 year period may just be an illustration “of a period of time during The Millennium, or it may be a distinct period of 100 years, where 
The General Resurrection may be in perhaps 9 blocks of 100 years to bring the full number of people who have ever lived in the ‘Pre-
Millennium’ period [= now and pre JC ministry period] are brought back in a controlled and manageable manner (particularly when The Bible 
says elsewhere: “the last first”, also “the ones paid first are the last ones called”, etc). 

 
So going back to the original question:- 

Where do we put the copyist’s addition? 
[the and rest of the dead not lived again until were ended the 1000 years = CA] 

It does not fit anywhere! 



All scholars know this is a copyist addition – but it is still left remaining in the text to confuse – only because it 
promotes some ‘credence’ to the worldly Christian Doctrine of some 1700 years (and to perpetuate some ‘justification’ 
to having Christian leaders ‘milk the flock’ by their presence over ‘their flock’) that there is an instantaneous judgement 
on the present life we have – but it is just so unrighteous and utterly illogical as this internet site fervently tries to 
untangle this ‘web of deception’. 
Please read all the contents of this internet site  www.FutureLife.Org  to clearly understand Yahweh’s Most Righteous 
Plan of human salvation, that is far removed from the unrighteous nonsense that the worldly Christian leaders pump out 
to keep their congregations as much in the dark as themselves! 

As JC said: It is The Blind leading the blind (congregations) and they both fall into the pit! 
 
Page 5 You say “The Good News is that we learn righteousness during the millennium without Satan around.  Well if you believe that’s the good news 
then you won’t be much help to anyone as the good news is simply that man can be forgiven sin through the righteous Jesus, son of God giving up his 
life on the cross in exchange for ours. 
Thus we can be reconciled to God. That is the good news. 
No - that is not The Good News! 
Please read Luke.4v16-22.  Because those verses contain The Good News said by “The Word of God” = JC! 
Nowhere in there does it state what you state! 
But however to get to that most wonderful condition we need to have the 1st part of our life RESET by having our 
former sins forgiven (by JC’s ransom sacrifice), thus enabling Yahweh to righteously (against His Decree on Sin) for all 
of us (no conditions were given, thus = ALL humans) to enter into the 2nd part of our life to then learn righteousness for 
a 1000 years, and then finally The Judgement to whether we continue to perform premeditated sin or avoid premeditated 
sin – which becomes a personal decision rather than the 1st part of our life dependant upon a decision made by our two 
ancestors (Adam and Eve). 
This is True Righteousness being that it becomes the personal responsibility for everlasting life when we all have an 
opportunity to experience the physical things within a perfected fleshly DNA body that JC told us in Luke.4v16-22 
being what will occur in God’s Kingdom (= The Kingdom of Heaven) and showed a foretaste in his ministry, being the 
power of Yahweh operating through JCg over the earth in The Millennium to ensure that it becomes a society that fulfils 
Yahweh’s Desire (= God’s Kingdom).  That is why JCg is at one mind (= spirit/personality/desires/traits) as Yahweh. 
Thus humans have been educated both of the evil system (1st part of their life) awakened/roused into the 2nd part of their 
life being a wonderful righteous society to learn what that new system is like and then Satan is released at the end of the 
1000 years to draw out those individual humans who after experiencing both systems revert back to the former part of 
their life of premeditated self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour. 
These ones will face The 2nd Death of Annihilation (at Armageddon – all as The Bible clearly tells us). 
And further comment upon what you state, being a classic copy of corrupt worldly Christian Doctrine, means it becomes 
an excuse to continue to sin because it is implied JC is always to cover you and therefore perpetuates the existing 
worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that does not become  reformed/adjusted  and thus remains adversarial to 
Yahweh deserving annihilation! 
Well if that is the logic of present worldly Christian doctrine then what is different in the future being the continuation of 
what is occurring now – because there is no period of reform and subsequent assay! 
It is absolutely necessary to have the righteous demarcations as I clearly explain to make the whole plan logical, being 
merely what The Bible tells us – but utterly ignored by those responsible for worldly Christian doctrine. 
Also this situation as I carefully explain covers those humans who died when babies, or presently mentally impaired and 
thus unable to make the personal correct decision – because in The Millennium they shall be resurrected into a 
wonderful environment (within a perfected DNA fleshly body) to learn right and wrong (having the records of earlier 
humanity’s disgusting activities together with all the witnesses saying: ‘Yes that was me – it was horrible then – we do 
not want to go back to that system again’, etc). 

Then finally how is this ridiculous worldly Christian doctrine able to be reconciled when The Bible states that we 
are to “believe” (actually means “to imitate”) JC to survive? 

Logically those humans who are not in the position to “believe in JC” cannot survive - even when ‘they are very good 
humans’ (to paraphrase you, and worthy of saving) – they cannot “believe in JC” because they know nothing about him!  
To be judged immediately upon awakening/rousing (= resurrection) to annihilation because that is the only logical 
deduction from false Christian doctrine is most unrighteous and is thus sourced by Satan and not Yahweh! 
And further more these people cannot believe in JC (= imitate him) because the very ones who have the responsibility to 
preach/teach these unfortunates, do not even imitate JC themselves – what hypocrites (and thus put these unfortunates 
off from coming to The Truth) – just as JC stated about The Religious Authorities at his time (not fulfilling what they 
knew about The Word of God as given by The Prophets)! 
But as this website teaches of The Millennium and that all humans are to learn righteousness from the Kings/Priests by 
imitating JC’s standard who is then The King of this new and wonderful system makes perfect righteous sense and thus 
is the Good News! 

Furthermore why did JC not state in Luke.4v16-22 what you state? 



Because the awakening/rousing (= resurrection) was going to be automatic to everyone and thus operated ‘in the 
background’ – JC was only interested in explaining what the future held to give The Expectation for something so much 
better – it was Paul who explained the righteous mechanism that would enable Yahweh to deliver what JC taught! 
Hopefully by trying to untangle the subtleties of errant Christian Doctrine it makes clear The Righteousness of God’s 
Plan, but moreover it shows the utterly unrighteous nature of Christian deviant teaching – being how it misses the whole 
point of what JC taught us, and also why so many people become atheists because they think there is no reconciliation. 
I paraphrase a very famous name (Darwin): 

“I cannot believe in something that alienates my father to damnation when he could not believe about JC!” 
And that says it all! 
This disgusting worldly Christian doctrine with all its illogical holes makes Yahweh look ridiculous and thus fulfils 
Satan’s Desire to pull potential TCs away from The Absolute Truth.  What I find so annoying is that worldly Christian 
leaders are prepared to keep pumping out what they know is rubbish (and some state in private they do not believe it 
themselves – but it is a means to a personal income stream) – because they care not to rock The Boat – and thus by 
default look to the security of the present worldly system – and as such cannot be deemed as apostles of God – but rather 
apostles of Satan because of the delinquent nature of what they actually represent rather than what they claim to 
represent! 
That shows my righteous anger against the corruption of God’s Word pandemic throughout The World and I must work 
overtime on so many more pages merely to unpick the rubbish they give out before I can then start to give God’s Plan 
out to The World. 
 
I can’t comment on everything it would take too long – so leave it there – but I would say that I agree with a lot of the things you do say. 
 
 
Again thank you for your comments as I feel pleased to use The Bible to answer any person’s difficulties – because there 
are just so many charlatans around with a wonderful face, saying the absolutely most wonderful things – but do not 
actually fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – as The Bible constantly warns us – sadly these many verses are ignored by the 
majority and certainly never spoken of by those with cause to keep them secret! 
 
I hope I have clarified the confusion created by those of The World. 
 


